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ndia has 53 million unemployed people as of December
2021 and a huge proportion of
them are women, the Centre
for Monitoring Indian
Economy said.
Of these, 35 million are the
unemployed who are actively seeking work while 17 million are those
who, though willing to work, are
not actively seeking it, CMIE said.
"India needs to immediately provide employment to the 7.9% who
are in the unemployment rate or 35
million in December 2021 who
were not employed and they were

UNEMPLOYMENT
PUZZLES

COWIN PORTAL: NOW, 6 MEMBERS CAN
REGISTER WITH ONE MOBILE NUMBER
Users are now allowed to rectify the mistakes in their
vaccination status. The much-needed facility has been
made available to users after complaints of data entry
errors began piling up across many states.

'NO DATA LEAKED
FROM CO-WIN PORTAL'

The unemployment rate is not
India's most important labour
market indicator. The unemployment rate was 7.9 per cent in
December 2021. This does not
mean that the remaining 92.1 per
cent were employed. It does not
even mean that 92.1 per cent of
all working age people were
employed. The unemployment
rate merely tells us the proportion
of people in the working age population who want to be employed
to earn some wages or profits
through their work, but in spite of
their efforts to find employment
are unable to find any.

actively looking for employment,"
CMIE said in its weekly analysis.
"An equally important challenge
is to provide employment to the
additional 17 million who were also
not employed and were willing to
work if work was available although
they were not actively looking for
work," it added.
According to CMIE, of the 35 million unemployed who were actively
looking for work in December 2021,
23% or 8 million were women. At
the same time, of the 17 million
who were passively unemployed,
53% or 9 million women were willing to work although they were not
actively looking for work.
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Anisimova stuns Osaka to set up
clash with Barty...

Holly Madison says Playboy mansion
was like a 'cult'...

HIRE US, PLEASE…
 INDIA'S UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM IS NOT REFLECTED IN ITS
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. ITS PROBLEM IS IN THE LOW EMPLOYMENT
RATE AND ITS DISCOURAGED
YOUNG FEMALE LABOUR FORCE.
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INDIA HAS 53 MILLION UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE AS OF DECEMBER 2021: CMIE

 WHY ARE SO MANY YOUNG BOYS
AND GIRLS KEEN TO WORK BUT
ARE NOT ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR
WORK? IT IS EVIDENT THAT THEY
DO FEEL THE NEED TO WORK. BUT,
THEY SEEM TO NOT FEEL MOTIVATED TO ACTIVELY LOOK FOR
THOSE JOBS. THIS COULD AGAIN
BE A CASE OF LACK OF ADEQUATE
JOBS BEING AVAILABLE TO THE
POINT WHERE POTENTIAL WORKERS FEEL DISCOURAGED FROM
ACTIVELY LOOKING FOR THEM.
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According to CMIE, India's path to prosperity is in finding
employment for nearly 60% of the population. "To reach
global employment rate standards India needs to employ an
additional 187.5 million people," it said, adding that given
the current employment of the order of 406 million that is a
tall order.
Citing the data from the World Bank, CMIE said that the
World Bank had pegged the global employment rate at 55%
in the pandemic hit 2020 or 58% in 2019 while that of India
stood at a low of 43%. However, CMIE pegged India's
employment rate at 38%.

"It is worth investigating why
such a large number of women who
are willing to work are not actively
applying for work or making other
efforts in finding work. Is it lack of
availability of jobs or is it lack of
social support for women to join

the labour force," it argued.
"India's unemployment problem
is not reflected in its unemployment rate. Its problem is the low
employment rate and its discouraged young female labour force,"
CMIE said.

New Delhi: The Union Health Ministry on
Friday clarified that no data has leaked
from its CoWIN portal, soon after reports
emerged that personal data of thousands
of Indians got leaked from a 'government
server'. "It is clarified that no data has
leaked from the Co-WIN portal and the
entire data of residents is safe and secure
on this digital platform. It is also clarified
that while the Union Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare will enquire into the
substance of the news, prima facie the
assertion is not correct, as Co-WIN collects neither the address of the person
nor the RT-PCR test results for Covid-19
vaccination," said the ministry.
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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he CoWIN portal has been upgraded to
now facilitate six members' registration
using one mobile number for the beneficiaries. The CoWIN is a platform to register for
vaccination, using mobile number or Aadhaar
number, or any other identity documents.
"Instead of the existing limit of 4 members,
now 6 members can be registered using one
mobile number on Co-WIN," said the Union
Health Ministry in a statement. In continuation
of updates on various utility features of CoWIN for the beneficiaries, a feature has been
introduced under raise an issue in Co-WIN
account through which beneficiary can revoke
its current vaccination status from fully vaccinated to partially vaccinated or unvaccinated

INDIA LOGS 3.47 LAKH NEW
COVID CASES, 703 DEATHS
New Delhi: In a steep hike, India reported
3.47 lakh Covid-19 cases and 703 fatalities in the past 24 hours, the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare said on
Friday. The daily cases registered a rise
of around 9 per cent from the previous
day. With the fresh fatalities, the death
toll climbed to 4,88,396. Meanwhile, the
active caseload has jumped to 20,18,825
which constitute 5.23 per cent of the
country's total cases. The Omicron infection tally has risen to 9,692 across the
nation, an increase of 4.36 per cent from
the previous day.

status and also partially vaccinated to unvaccinated status. The feature enables the vaccine
beneficiaries to correct their vaccination status
where in occasional isolated cases, the vaccination certificates are generated due to inadvertent data entry errors by the vaccinator in
updation of vaccination data of beneficiaries.

'No imp docus on WhatsApp, no use of
4 GUJARATIS FOUND DEAD ON US-CANADA
smartphones in meetings on classified issues' BORDER PART OF 'WIDER HUMAN SMUGGLING'
Toronto|Agencies

The new communication norms, circulated to all Union Ministries and
Departments and the top officials have
been asked not to use smart watches or
smart phones during the meeting while
discussing the classified issues or
national security related issues. They
have also been advised not to use various office assistant devices like
Amazon's Alexa, Apple HomePod, etc.
Amresh Srivastava|New Delhi
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mid frequent violations of
national communication guidelines and government directions
to prevent leaks of classified information, the Centre has issued a revised
communication advisory formulated
by the Intelligence agencies after
reviewing the gaps in the present system.
According to the sources, the new
communication guidelines have asked
all the government officials not to use
WhatsApp, Telegram, etc., to share
confidential information as the servers
of these Apps are controlled by the private companies abroad and that infor-

A

New Delhi: The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting has ordered the
blocking of 35 YouTube news channels operated from Pakistan along with two
websites for their involvement in spreading anti-India
fake news in a coordinated manner on digital media
35 PAK-BASED
In a statement, the ministry said that the
YOUTUBE CHANNELS platforms.
YouTube accounts blocked by the Ministry had a total
BLOCKED FOR ANTI- subscriber base of over 1.20 crore and their videos
INDIA PROPAGANDA had garnered over 130 crore views. Additionally, two
Twitter accounts, two Instagram accounts and one
Facebook account have also been blocked by the government for being
involved in spreading coordinated anti-India disinformation over the internet.

mation can be misused by some antiIndia forces. They also said that during
the 'Work From Home'( WFH), the officials should use only e- office applications for communication. The revised
guidelines also asked the officials to

AG GRANTS CONSENT TO INITIATE
CONTEMPT PROCEEDINGS
AGAINST YATI NARSINGHANAND
New Delhi: Attorney
General K.K. Venugopal on
Friday granted consent to
initiate contempt of court
proceedings against controversial priest Yati
Narsinghanand, over his
recent derogatory remarks
against the Supreme Court.
The AG, in response to a
letter by Mumbai-based
activist Shachi Nelli seeking contempt proceeding
against Narsinghanand, said: "I have gone through your letter
and watched the video of the statements made by Yati Narsinghanand, which have been explained to me. I find that the
statement made by Yati Narsinghanand, that 'those who believed in this system, in these politicians, in the Supreme
Court, and in the army will all die the death of a dog', is a direct attempt to lower the authority of the Supreme Court in
the minds of the general public". He added that this would
certainly amount to contempt of the Supreme Court. "I accordingly grant consent to initiate proceedings for criminal
contempt of the Supreme Court of India.

stop sharing secret information or documents via home setup during WFH,
and the home systems must be connected with the office network via
Virtual Private Network of National
Informatics Centre (NIC) only.

ll four persons
found dead on
the Canada side
of the US-Canada border by the RCMP on
Thursday were a
Gujarati family. They
were part of a group of
people being smuggled
into the US from
Canada as part of a
wider human smuggling operation. The
deceased were a man, a woman, an infant and a
teen boy. All four died from frostbites.Their bodies
were located about 12 metres inside Canada from
the US-Canada border, according to the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). The RCMP
said its officers launched search operations after
they were told by the US Customs and Border
Protection about the arrest of a group of people
who had crossed into the US from Canada. The
US agents told the RCMP that they have stopped a
15-passenger van about 1 km from the international border and found two undocumented
Indian nationals (Gujaratis) in it. The van's 47year-old driver, Steve Shand of Florida, was arrested and charged with human smuggling. At the
same time, five more Indians -- all Gujarati speaking -- were arrested not far from where the van
was stopped by the US border agents.

JAISHANKAR GETS
ENVOYS TO US, CANADA
New York: External Affairs
Minister S. Jaishankar on Friday
instructed Indian envoys to
Canada and the US, Ajay Bisaria
and Taranjit Singh Sandhu, "to
urgently respond to the situation" where four Indian nationals including an infant have lost
their lives at the US-Canada border. Following his public tweet,
both missions have responded
on the microblogging site by
confirming the incident.

Several BSE-listed microcap
stocks turn multibagger in 2022
Team Absolute|New Delhi
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t a time when the weak broader
market subdued the Indian
equity market consistently, several stocks on the BSE turned multibagger since the start of the calendar
year 2022.
Notably, more than 10 BSE-listed
microcap stocks have managed to
deliver sharp returns to its investors.
Out of those, KIFS Financial Services
gained the most with a jump of 207 per
cent in 2022 so far. The shares rose
from Rs 43.5 on December 31, to Rs
133.4 on Friday's closing, BSE data
showed.Other stocks which witnessed
a stellar uptick in prices are AK
Spintex, RTCL, Daulat Securities,
Sacheta Metals, Tranway
Technologies, Triveni Glass, Orosil
Smiths, Kellton Tech, BCL Enterprises,
Ruttonsha International Rectifier,

Tinna Rubber and
Infra, Shanti
Educational and
Zodiac Energy,
according to the
BSE data.
These

stocks at least doubled during the period. However, in the week to Friday,
benchmark equity indices -- Sensex
and Nifty -- declined around 4 per
cent. Much of the decline is led by
continued selling-off by foreign institutional investors as well as rise in crude
oil prices globally.Some other BSElisted penny stocks that managed to bag sharp gains in
the recent past are SRM
Energy, Alka India.

AT LEAST 70
KILLED IN
AIRSTRIKE ON
YEMEN PRISON
Sana'a: At least 70 people were
killed in an air strike on a prison
and at least three children died in
a separate bombardment as
Yemen's long-running conflict
suffered a dramatic escalation of
violence on Friday.
The Huthi rebels released gruesome video footage showing bodies in the rubble and mangled
corpses from the prison attack,
which levelled buildings at the jail
in their northern heartland of
Saada. Further south in the port
city of Hodeida, the children died
when air strikes by the Saudi-led
coalition hit a telecommunications facility as they played nearby, Save the Children said. Yemen
also suffered a country-wide
internet blackout.
"The children were reportedly
playing on a nearby football field
when missiles struck," Save the
Children said.
The UN Human Rights Office
said the reports of intensifying
coalition air strikes on populated
areas were "deeply shocking".

Backlash forces Nestle to
discontinue KitKat bars with
Hindu deities on wrappers
New Delhi: A furious backlash in
India has forced
Nestle to discontinue a range of KitKat
bars covered by
wrappers with
images of Hindu
gods on them, the
Daily Mail reported.
The range has
sparked worries that the chocolate bars adorned with the
images of Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra and Mata Subhadra
would inevitably be thrown away in bins and on the streets,
the report said. It is only recently that the KitKat wrapper with
a picture of Lord Jagannath came into the spotlight, sparking
reactions on social media. "Kindly remove the pictures...they
might even get stepped on unintentionally," one Twitter user
posted. Another Twitter user commented that it is an honour
to have "Odisha culture and Lord Jagannath, Balabhadra and
Subhadra on KitKat, but throwing the wrappers in dustbin or
stepping on them accidentally would be an insult to the
deities." The bars were introduced to "celebrate the culture",
according to Nestle. The company has since issued an apology, and withdrawn the bar range.
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CONGRESS PROMISES "JOBS CALENDAR" Bihar man carries away wife's body on
shoulder
as
hospital
denies
ambulance
IF VOTED TO POWER IN UTTAR PRADESH
Bhopal, Saturday, January 22, 2022

Team Absolute|Lucknow

PARRIKAR'S SON TO GO AS
INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

I

n a major outreach to
the young voters in
poll-bound Uttar
Pradesh, the Congress has
promised to build a "jobs
calendar" if voted to power
in the upcoming assembly
election.
The calendar will advertise the dates of recruitment tests, interviews and
appointments. The
Congress has also said it
will ensure the recruitment
process is completed within six months of the date of
announcement of the jobs.
The Congress is going to
the assembly polls with a
campaign focusing on
women and young voters.

Panaji: Rejecting the BJP's efforts to arrive at
a compromise, former Chief Minister late
Manohar Parrikar's son Utpal Parrikar said on
Friday that he would resign from the saffron
party and contest as an Independent candidate
for the February 14 polls from the Panaji
Assembly constituency, which was formerly
represented by his father.Addressing a press conference here,
Utpal Parrikar also said that his candidature was rejected by the
party during the 2019 Panaji bypolls -- facilitated after his father's
death -- despite support from his constituents, adding that the
BJP no longer looks like the party of which his father was a part.
The announcement was
made during the launch of
the "Youth Manifesto",
called "Bharti Vidhan".
Releasing the manifesto,

Harak Singh Rawat joins Congress
New Delhi: Expelled BJP leader and former Uttarakhand
minister Harak Singh Rawat on Friday joined the Congress
after days of uncertainty over his joining. Earlier in the day,
Harak Singh reached the Congress war room along with his
daughter-in-law and joined the party in presence of former
Uttarakhand chief minister Harish Rawat and state in-charge
Devendra Yadav.

party leader Rahul Gandhi,
whose sister Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra is spearheading the Congress
campaign in UP, thanked
party leaders that they are
fighting the election with
all might.
"You are fighting for an
ideology, you are fighting
for UP's future," he
added.The party has also
pledged to reserve 40 per
cent seats of the total 403
for women candidates.

Modi most approved leader
in the world with 71% rating
P
Team Absolute|New Delhi

rime Minister Narendra
Modi has emerged as
the most popular leader
in the world among adults
with 71 per cent rating, leaving behind prominent global
leaders like US President Joe
Biden, UK Prime Minister
Boris Johnson, French
President Emmanuel Macron
German chancellor Olaf
Scholz and others, revealed a
survey.
In the survey conducted by
Morning Consult Political
Intelligence, Modi secured 71
per cent approval rating,
whereas Mexican President
Andres Manuel Lopez
Obrador came second with
66 per cent, followed by
Italian Prime Minister Mario
Draghi with 60 per cent
approval.With 43 per cent

BJP RELEASES FIRST LIST OF 34 CANDIDATES
FOR PUNJAB POLLS
New Delhi: The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) on Friday
released its first list of 34 candidates for the upcoming Punjab
assembly polls.Union Minister and BJP state election co-incharge
Hardeep Singh Puri, general secretaries Tarun Chugh and
Dushyant Gautam released the first list for Punjab assembly polls
to be held on February 20.Chugh said that names include 12 candidates from farmers' families, eight from Scheduled Caste (SC)
community and 13 Sikhs."We have given tickets to doctors,
lawyers, people related to religious organisations, sportspersons
and all other sections of society," Chugh said.The list includes
two women candidates Renu Kashyup from Dina Nagar and
Nimisha Mehta from Garhshankar.

The pathetic situation of Bihar's health system surfaces
time to time, with the latest such incident reported from
Vaishali district where a man carried the dead body of his
wife to hospital on his shoulder and took it back to his village for cremation the same way as the hospital did not
provide an ambulance.

PATNA | Agencies

rishna Kumar, a native
of Ramdhauli village
under Vidupur block in
Vaishali, had brough his wife
for treatment into the Hajipur
Sadar hospital on Thursday.
Shockingly, when he was
walking with the body on his
shoulder, neither the security
guards nor any medical staff
stopped him.
The doctors present in the
emergency ward checked her
and declared brought dead.
Krishna Kumar then requested the hospital for an ambulance to carry the dead body
back home.
"I have waited for an hour
but none of the medical staff
arranged the ambulance. As I
did not have enough money,
I took my wife's dead body
on the shoulder and walked

K

 DELHI LIT GOVERNOR ANIL
BAIJAL ON FRIDAY
REJECTED DELHI CHIEF
MINISTER ARVIND
KEJRIWAL'S PROPOSAL
TO LIFT THE WEEKEND
CURFEW AND CURBS ON
OPERATIONS OF MARKETS
AMIDST THE DIP IN COVID19 POSITIVITY RATE.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

approval rating, US President
Joe Biden came sixth in the
list of 13 world leaders.
British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson is at the bottom with
26 per cent, the survey
revealed.
Other leaders in the list are
Jair Bolsonaro (Brazil
President), Fumio Kishida

(Japan Prime Minister),
Emmanuel Macron (France
President); Moon Jae-in
(South Korean President),
Scott Morrison(Australian
Prime Minister); Pedro
Sanchez (Spain PM); Olaf
Scholz (German Chancellor)
and Justin Trudeau (Canada
PM).

s per sources, Baijal has
asked the government to
maintain status quo until the
Covid-19 situation is completely
under control.
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
on Friday wrote to Baijal seeking
withdrawal of the weekend curfew
and an odd-even system of opening
of shops as the positivity rate registered a dip in the national capital.

A

The weekend curfew in the
national capital came into force

from January 7 onwards as 17,335
fresh Covid cases were reported in

CISF to aviation stakeholders

Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

together to sort out modalities of the payment.
The top court said that not
just those who approached it
with contempt plea, but all
homebuyers are covered by
its August 31 judgment,
passed last year, and they
must be paid compensation.
On January 12, the top
court had warned the real
estate firm of "consequences"
over the non-payment of
refund to home buyers, who
had paid for flats in two 40storey towers which are being
demolished on the court's
order. It also made it clear
that Supertech cannot make
any deduction, which has not
been ordered by the court.

the city -- the highest in the last
eight months, with the positivity
rate increasing to a sharp 17.73 per
cent.
The curfew announced by the
Delhi Disaster Management
Authority (DDMA), depend on the
severity of the infection rate, which
is decided under the Graded Action
Response Plan (GARP) -- under
which it is decided as to which
activities would be allowed under
what circumstances in case of a
surge in Covid ases. There are four
levels of alerts - yellow, amber,
orange and red.
Delhi has been under level 1
restrictions under the yellow alert
since December 28, 2021.
Delhi's single-day cases of coronavirus disease (Covid-19) witnessed
a dip on Thursday after 12,306 people tested positive, according to the
health bulletin.
The case positivity rate of the
national capital also reduced to
21.48 per cent from 23.86 per cent
on the preceding day.

Statue of Subhas Chandra Bose will
be installed at India Gate: PM Modi

Team Absolute|New Delhi
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o reduce security check-in screening time, aviation stakeholders, like
the Bureau of Civil Aviation
Security, airlines, and airport operators,
should "meticulously" implement the
'one hand baggage' rule, the Central
Industrial Security Force (CISF) has
said.
In a communication to the BCAS on
January 19, a senior CISF official wrote:
"As per BCAS 'AVSEC' Circular, no passenger should be permitted to carry
more than one hand bag other than
those items already listed in the circular
including lady's bag."
"However, it has been seen that passengers on an average carry 02-03 Nos of
hand bags to the screening point. This
has led to increased clearance time as
well as delays, congestion in PESC point
and inconvenience to passengers. It is
therefore felt that enforcement of the
aforesaid Circulars must be ensured by
all stakeholders/airlines.""All airlines
and airport operators may be instructed
to take steps to implement 'One Hand
Bag rule' meticulously on ground to ease
out the congestion and other security

concerns."
"Airlines may be made responsible
and depute staff to guide passengers,
check and verify their hand bag status
etc, before allowing the passenger for
pre-embarkation security checks."
In addition, it said that all airlines may

be directed suitably to inform passengers and to display the 'one hand bag
rule' on their tickets or boarding passes
"very conspicuously"."Airport Operators
may be instructed to place hoarding or
banner or board or stands displaying the
contents of the 'One hand bag Rule'."

FULL RESERVOIRS RAISE HOPE FOR SUMMER CROP AFTER SATISFACTORY RABI SOWING
Team Absolute|New Delhi

ven as the authorities wait
until the end of January to
finalise the area coverage
under Rabi crops as per discussion
with the states and direction of
authority, extremely good water
reservoir position and availability of
soil moisture condition in the country has indicated a good prospect of
summer crops planning.
Officials said on Friday, as per the
report of Central Water
Commission (CWC), as on January
20, the water storage available
across 137 reservoirs in the country
is 102 per cent of the live storage of
corresponding period of last year
and 124 per cent of the average of
last ten years.
This was because of good monsoon rains clubbed with continued
winter rains. The actual winter rainfall received in the country is 31.5

E

mm against normal of 10.2 mm i.e.,
departure of 209 per cent during the
period from January 1 to 20.
The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) said winter rainfall was received in Uttar Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Haryana, Punjab,
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and
Kashmir, Rajasthan, Odisha,

the shoulder, an onlooker
captured the incident on
mobile phone and uploaded
it on social media.

'MAINTAIN STATUS QUO': LT GOV REJECTS MOVE TO LIFT DELHI CURBS

SC to Supertech: Refund Implement 'one hand bag' rule meticulously,
money to all homebuyers
he Supreme Court on
Friday ordered the real
estate firm Supertech to
process the refund to homebuyers, who have been
affected due to the demolition of its two 40-story towers
in Noida.
A bench comprising
Justices D.Y. Chandrachud
and Bela. M. Trivedi said
Supertech should do the
complete refund to homebuyers, who filed the contempt petition, by February
28, and the other homebuyers who are not in court
should approach it within a
week.The top court accepted
the computation report submitted by amicus curiae
advocate Gaurav Agarwal for
the refund to the homebuyers, who filed the contempt
petition. After hearing
detailed arguments in the
matter, the top court asked
the real estate firm, homebuyers, and the amicus to sit

out from the hospital," he
told local reporters in his
native village. When he was
carrying the dead body on

Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana, Tamil Nadu,
Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal, and
some northeastern states such as
Assam, Meghalaya, and Nagaland.
"The overall trend of Rabi crop
sowing progress is very good across
India as, going by the IMD records,

major Rabi crops growing states
have received recent winter rainfall
which has brightened the prospect
of Rabi crops," the officials said.
Most of the states are still expected
to achieve the targeted area of total
pulses within this month while sowing/transplanting of Rabi rice will
be carried out in the southern and
eastern region till mid-February. As
on Friday, the total sown area under
Rabi crops is 679.34 lakh ha, against
671.98 lakh ha area during the corresponding period of last year. Thus,
there is an increase in total Rabi
area coverage by 7.36 lakh ha as
compared to corresponding period
of last year in the country,a the data
showed.
Sowing reported under wheat
was 340.82 lakh ha against 345.14
lakh ha area of last year, while rice
sown area was 23.61 lakh ha against
30.21 lakh ha area of last year.

he Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on
Friday announced that
Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose's grand statue, made of
granite, will be installed at
India Gate.
The Prime Minister said
that till the grand statue of
Netaji Bose is completed, a
hologram statue of his would
be present at the same place.
The Prime Minister also
said that he will unveil the
hologram statue on January
23 on the occasion of Bose's
125th birth anniversary.
In a series of tweets, Prime
Minister Modi made the
announcement.
He said, "At a time when
the entire nation is marking
the 125th birth anniversary of
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose,
I am glad to share that his
grand statue, made of granite, will be installed at India
Gate. This would be a symbol
of India's indebtedness to

him.""Till the grand statue of
Netaji Bose is completed, a
hologram statue of his would
be present at the same place.
I will unveil the hologram
statue on 23rd January,
Netaji's birth anniversary," he
added.The statue will be
installed under the grand
canopy. Earlier canopy had a
statue of King George V,
which was removed in 1968.

Will sing more despite
trolls: Bhojpuri singer
VARANASI | Agencies

B

hojpuri singer Neha Singh Rathore, who
has created a political storm with her
number "UP Mein Ka Ba? (What is there
in UP?)" in an apparent response to BJP MP
Ravi Kishan's song "UP Mein Sab Ba" (UP has
everything), has said that she will continue to
come up with more such numbers despite
being trolled. Neha told reporters that she is
not afraid of trolls and will continue to raise
"issues of the common man and the poor" on
social media platforms through Bhojpuri
songs.
"Every government has a complete set-up
for publicising its schemes or development
works. However, the common man and poor
people do not have any such facilities. I want
to raise their issues through Bhojpuri songs,"
said Rathore.She said that her song "UP Mein
Ka Ba?" underscores many issues like unemployment and mowing down of four farmers

by a vehicle in Lakhimpur Kheri on October 3,
2021. A total of eight people had lost their
lives in the Lakhimpur incident.Rathore, a science graduate from Kanpur University, calls
herself a "Jan Kavi" (people's poet). She loves
the Bhojpuri language and says she is inspired
by noted Bhojpuri poets, including Bhikhari
Thakur and Mahendra Misir.Neha grabbed
headlines during the Bihar Assembly elections when she sang "Bihar Me Ka Ba", raising
various issues of the state. Her video had
become popular on social media platforms.
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madhya pradesh

Bhopal, Saturday, January 22, 2022

Chief visits Bhopal, reviews
TAKE STATE FORWARD IN PUBLIC WELFARE, GOOD Army
operational preparedness
GOVERNANCE AND DEVELOPMENT: CM CHOUHAN
Overall ranking of every district must, CM Chouhan conducts departmental review in Collectors-Commissioners Conference
Team Absolute|Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan said that there
should be overall ranking of
each district. Competition motivates to produce better results.
Chief Minister Chouhan said that
every district should identify development works. The work should be
completed in quality and in time
limit. The works should be such
that they create history with the
welfare of the people. Every district
should make a mark, Like Indore
has made a mark in cleanliness.
Take Madhya Pradesh forward in
public welfare, good governance
and development. Chief Minister
Chouhan was addressing the
Collectors-Commissioners
Conference at Mantralaya.
Chief Minister Chouhan said that
collectors should make innovative
efforts for employment. Complete
100 percent target in the plans. The
performance of the state in the
schemes is good. Publicity work
should also be improved. It is our
duty to make the information about
the work done to the public.
Collectors should work in their
respective districts by making a

strategy. There should be better
publicity of Ayushman Bharat
Yojana at hospitals and airports as
well. Work to build credibility and
clean image of the government.
Schemes must be implemented in a
proper manner. Work should be
done with sensitivity. It is our religion to help people in trouble and
distress. Act transparently and with
integrity. Action should be taken
against the guilty. Try to improve
and do better.
Make arrangements for Corona

control as a challenge
Chief Minister Chouhan, while
reviewing the Health department,
said that the cases of Corona are
increasing in the state. Ensure that
all arrangements made for its control and treatment are taken up as a
challenge.
Make 'Aao Ek Anganwadi Gode
le' a mass movement
Chief Minister Chouhan, while
reviewing the Women and Child
Development Department, said
that let us adopt an Anganwadi pro-

gramme to bring expected results.
MLAs, MPs and Collectors should
adopt an Anganwadi. Government
servants of other departments
should also adopt Anganwadi. To
fix the Anganwadi, you must visit it
at least once a month. Government
resources should be used in
Anganwadis. Make it a mass movement. So far 55 thousand people
have adopted Anganwadis. Add
institutes to individuals as well.
Initiate an assistance scheme
from destitute fund
Chouhan said that a scheme
should be made to help those who
are sick and on the road from the
destitute fund. There should be no
one on the roads, there should be a
provision of night shelter. Keep registering children up to 6 years of age
for healthy boy-girl competition in
Poshan App till January 31.
Employment Day on February
25
Chief Minister Chouhan said that
on January 12, the state has made
big achievement of self-employment. Chief Minister Udyam Kranti
Yojana should be started in a proper manner. reparations should be
made to organize Employment Day
on February 25.
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rmy chief Gen Manoj
Mukund Naravane visited the force's establishment in Bhopal and
reviewed operational preparedness and on the reforms
being undertaken towards
transforming the formation
into a modern, cohesive, lean
and agile war fighting force,
officials said on Friday.
Gen Naravane, who was on
two-day visit, was accompanied by Lt Gen JS Nain,
Southern Army Commander.
The Army chief was briefed
by the Sudarshan Chakra
Corps Commander and other

commanders on operational
preparedness.
He was appreciative of the
formation's high levels of
operational preparedness
despite the restrictions
imposed by Covid-19 pandemic.He complimented
their proactive approach in
undertaking flood relief operations at Datia, Shivpuri,
Sheopur, Morena,
Ashoknagar and Jalon of
Madhya Pradesh. General
Naravane also interacted with
troops and exhorted them to
continue working with zeal
and be prepared for any
future operational challenges.The Army Chief later

visited Headquarters Paschim
Madhya Pradesh Sub Area.
He appreciated the role of the
Sub Area in assisting the civil
administration in combating
the Covid-19 pandemic by
setting up Adhoc Covid
Isolation Facilities, provision
and repair of critical life-saving equipment and augmentation of Civil Medical
Infrastructure.
The Indian Army Chief also
visited 3 Electronics and
Mechanical Engineers Centre
at Bairagarh Military Station
and reviewed the training
being imparted to mould
future generations of soldiers
of the Indian Army.

Digvijaya Singh protests outside MP Our Goal Is to Make Life Happier and Better:
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan
CM's office, Kamal Nath joins in
 Chief Minister Transferred
Rs 23 Crore 9 Lakh Amount
of Aahar Anudan. Will Leave
No Stone Unturned for the
Development and Welfare
of Saharia, Baiga and Bharia
Tribes. Interacted With
Women after Transferring 2
Lakh 30 Thousand 969 in
Their Accounts
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V

eteran Congress leader and twotime former Chief Minister of
Madhya Pradesh Digvijaya Singh
along with other party leaders and workers on Friday sat on protest outside
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan's
office after he was not given an appointment to meet the latter.
Digvijaya sat on protest around 300
metres from the Chief Minister's Office
as the police had barricaded the area to
prohibit entry.
Later, state Congress president and
former Chief Minister Kamal Nath also
joined the protest. Before joining the
protest, he had a short meeting with
Chouhan.
A short video went viral on social
media, in which Nath and Chouhan are
seen together. However, Nath later said
that his meeting with Chouhan was just
a coincidence. "I was coming back to
Bhopal, at the same time Chief Minister
(Chouhan) also reached at state hanger
road in Bhopal and therefore I met him.

Team Absolute |Bhopal

It was just a courtesy meeting."
On Wednesday, Digvijaya said that he
had been seeking an appointment to
meet Chouhan for the last one and a
half months.Nath said that Digvijaya has
been seeking an appointment to meet
Chouhan to apprise him about crop
damage due to unprecedented rain and
hailstorm in the state, however, he was
not given time.However, later, Chouhan
said that he will meet Digvijaya on
January 23 at 11.45 a.m.During the

protest, Digvijaya said he wants to meet
Chouhan over the hardships faced by
farmers and villagers in the submerged
areas of four districts - Bhopal, Rajgarh,
Vidisha and Guna.On Friday, Chouhan
passed by Digvijaya's bungalow to plant
trees at Smart City Park in Shyamala
Hills and in the mean time, Digvijaya
arrived to meet him with the farmers.
However, the police stopped Digvijaya
and encircled his vehicle, after which he
sat on protest.

'Orange' alert for dense fog,
rain in Madhya Pradesh
 The orange alert is
for Gwalior,
Shivpuri, Guna,
Datia, Ashok Nagar,
Sheopur, Morena,
Bhind, Neemuch,
Mandsaur, Raltam,
Rajgarh, Agar
Malwa, Vidisha,
Tikamgarh,
Chhatarpur, Niwari,
Damoh and Sagar
districts.
Team Absolute|Bhopal

T

he India Meteorological
Department on Friday
issued an 'orange' alert
for rain and thundershowers
accompanied by lightning
and hail in 19 districts of
Madhya Pradesh.
It also issued a 'yellow' alert

for moderate to dense fog
cover in isolated places in
Gwalior, Datia, Bhind,
Morena, Niwari, Chhatapur
and Tikamagarh districts.
Both alerts are valid till
Saturday morning, an official
said.PK Saha, senior meteorologist with IMD's Bhopal
office, said an induced
cyclonic circulation was lying
over central parts of Madhya
Pradesh, while another
induced cyclonic circulation
was lover south Pakistan and
adjoining southwest

CM PAID HOMAGE TO SHAHEED HEMU
KALANI AND RAS BIHARI BOSE ON THEIR
DEATH ANNIVERSARY
Bhopal : Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan paid homage by garlanding
martyrs Hemu Kalani
and Ras Bihari Bose
on their death
anniversary at the
auditorium of his residence. Chief Minister
Chouhan tweeted and
said, "Tremendous tributes to the great freedom fighter,
immortal revolutionary Hemu Kalani ji, on his martyrdom
day. At the young age of just 19, he had sacrificed his life to
free Ma- Bharati from the shackles of subjugation. The
countrymen will always be proud of your sacrifice."In
another tweet, Chief Minister Chouhan said that "Many tributes to the great revolutionary leader, founder of Azad Hind
Fauj and eminent lawyer and educationist Ras Bihari Bose ji
on his death anniversary. Bose ji's contribution in providing
active support in bringing Japanese officials with Indian
nationalists and promoting the freedom movement is unforgettable."

Rajasthan, and these two systems were bringing in moisture to Madhya Pradesh.
He said cloudy weather
conditions were likely to prevail for two or three days, giving a respite to the people
from the chill.However, the
minimum temperature is
likely to start dipping in western MP after three days to
mark the return of a fresh
spell of cold, he added.
The lowest minimum temperature of 6 degrees Celsius
in MP was recorded at
Khajuraho in Chhatarpur district, he said.As per IMD data,
the maximum and minimum
temperature was recorded as
25.6 and 11.3 degrees Celsius
in Bhopal, which is one above
normal.In Indore, it was 25.8
degrees Celsius, or one above
normal, and 12.5 degrees
Celsius, which was , two
above normal.

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that it is our
goal to make the lives of the sisters
of the special backward Saharia, Baiga
and Bharia tribes happy and better. The
priority of the government is the provision of bread, clothes, home, education,
medicine and employment. Chief
Minister Chouhan was addressing the
virtual transfer programme of the
amount of Aahar Anudan (food grant) to
the women of Saharia, Baiga and Bharia
tribes at Mantralaya.

Chief Minister Chouhan transferred
an amount of Rs 23 crore 9 lakh 69 thousand of January 2022 to 2 lakh 30 thousand 969 eligible women beneficiaries
under the Aahar Anudan Yojana of
Tribal Affairs Department with a single
click. An amount of one thousand
rupees is being provided every month
by the state government to the women
of these three tribes under the Aahar
Anudan Yojana. Tribal Affairs Minister
Sushri Meena Singh, Principal Secretary
Smt. Pallavi Jain were present. Sisters of
Saharia, Baiga and Bharia tribes of 14
districts virtually participated in the programme.

Chief Minister Chouhan interacted
with Ramani Baiga and Premiya Baiga of
Shahdol district, Sangeeta Bharti of
Chhindwara district and Prabha Saharia
and Geeta Saharia of Datia district. Chief
Minister Chouhan advised the sisters to
protect them from corona pandemic. He
said that the State Government is leaving no stone unturned for the development and welfare of Saharia Baiga and
Bharia tribes. Along with the education
of children, treatment, housing, gas connection, ration on low price, drinking
water arrangements as well, women are
also being linked to employment
through self-help groups.

Chief Minister will dedicate
Subhash Nagar ROB on Jan 23

CM PLANTED SAPTAPARNI
AND FICUS SAPLINGS
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C
Bhopal : Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan planted Saptaparni and Ficus
saplings in Smart Garden. Chief Minister
Chouhan is planting saplings every day as
per his resolve. Along with Chief Minister
Chouhan, members of Tript Samajik Sewa
Sansthan, Bhopal also planted a sapling.
Saptaparni is used in the manufacture of
various medicines. Ficus is an ornamental
plant. It has special importance in the decoration of the lawns and gardens of the house.

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan will dedicate
Subhash Nagar R.O.B. on
Subhash Chandra Bose Jayanti on
January 23 at 4:30 pm. Medical
Education Minister Vishwas
Kailash Sarang informed that Chief
Minister Chouhan will unveil the
statue of Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose installed at Prabhat Square
and will also perform bhoomipujan of Azad Hind Fauj Concept
Park.
Minister Sarang reached
Prabhat Chouraha today to see all
the arrangements there and gave
necessary directions to the concerned officers. He said that while
expressing gratitude to Subhash
Chandra Bose on the occasion of
the 75th anniversary of independence, R.O.B. will be decorated.
Also, R.O.B will be lit up till the
Republic Day. It may be noted that

Minister Sarang had inspected the
Subhash Nagar Railway Over
Bridge on December 30.
Instructions were given to the officers to remove the shortcomings

STRAY DOGS AGAIN ATTACKED THE INNOCENT IN DHAR
Team Absolute |Dhar/Bhopal
tray dogs again attacked an innocent in Madhya Pradesh. Earlier in
the capital, dogs attacked an innocent and now in Dhar district, dogs
have taken the life of an innocent.
Former Chief Minister Kamal Nath has
attacked the government over the death
of the girl. It has been told that Nandini,
a three-year-old tribal girl, was playing
in Padlya village, located seven kilometers away from the Dhar district headquarters, when the dogs attacked her.
The dogs attacked when Nandini was
playing with her brother and sister. The
dogs even dragged him for a long distance. This innocent died shortly after.
It is to be known that about 20 days
ago in the capital also an innocent dog
was attacked by dogs. After that Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan had
adopted a strict attitude. Even after that
such incident happened. This time the

S

innocent's life was lost.
Former Chief Minister and State
President of Congress Kamal Nath
tweeted on an innocent being nagged
by dogs in Dhar and said, Shivraj ji, on
January 1, the painful incident of a dog
attacking a four-year-old innocent girl

in Bhopal's Bagsevania area.
The incident had happened. Now in
the village Padalia of Dhar, the 3-yearold innocent girl Nandni was trampled
in the same way by the dogs and the girl
died tragically. This incident is very
painful.

noticed during that time. A trial
run was also conducted from
January 5 to 12 to facilitate the
arrangement of movement and
traffic.

LIQUOR PROHIBITION CAMPAIGN WILL
START AFTER FEBRUARY 14: UMA
Bhopal: In Madhya Pradesh,
there is a political heat after the
Shivraj government announced a
new excise policy for the coming
financial year. Meanwhile, former
Chief Minister Uma Bharti has
once again reiterated her resolve
to run a campaign for prohibition
of alcohol and drugs. She will start
the campaign after February 14.
Uma Bharti was about to start a drug ban campaign in
January, but it could not happen due to Corona. She has
said through social media that our campaign of prohibition,
prohibition of liquor is not against the government, it is
against alcohol and drugs. It is also a difficult task to convince the people sitting in Congress, BJP and Government.
She further pointed to the problems being faced by the
political parties and the government side and said, for all
these reasons, from the beginning of the campaign till the
completion of the campaign, I myself have to be fully alert
and involved, for which I am ready.
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Yogi's personal brigade
(HYV) back in action

T

he Hindu Yuva Vahini (HYV), founded
by Yogi Adityanath in 2002, is back in
action. The Vahini that had become dormant after Yogi Adityanath became chief minister, is springing back to activity. Its members
have already launched an intensive campaign
to ensure Yogi Adityanath's victory in
Gorakhpur. The Vahini members have decided to organise door-to-door meetings, digital
meetings, and strengthen its organisation at the
booth level across the assembly segment. The
Hindu Yuva Vahini had played an important
role in Yogi Adityanath's election campaigns in
2004, 2009 and 2014 and also propagated the
message of Hindutva in the rural areas of eastern Uttar Pradesh. After Yogi Adityanath
became the chief minister in March 2017, units
of the Vahini in various districts of eastern Uttar
Pradesh were disbanded at the request of the
BJP leadership over fears that it would function
as a parallel political outfit. Its office-bearers
and members who protested this move were
expelled from it. This included then state president Sunil Singh.Yogi Adityanath had raised
the Hindu Yuva Vahini in 2002 after his relationship with the BJP soured due to differences
over ticket distribution in the Assembly election.
He challenged the BJP leadership by fielding Dr
Radha Mohan Das Agarwal on a Hindu
Mahasabha ticket against BJP candidate Shiv
Pratap Shukla. Agarwal defeated Shukla,
establishing Adityanath as the unchallenged
leader of eastern Uttar Pradesh. Soon, Vahini
volunteers were also entrusted with the task of
propagating the Hindutva agenda promoted
by the Gorakhnath mutt headed by Yogi
Adityanath. In the past five years, the Vahini
withdrew from political activities to focus on
social issues, including ration distribution,
building awareness about Covid and Japanese
Encephalitis, assisting migrant workers, and
assisting local authorities in the implementation of development and welfare schemes.

PRINCIPLES THAT DEFINE SUCCESS
DC Pathak

M

any among the most successful businessmen of our times have written
about their experience of what they
passed through in reaching to the top and
what learning they could draw from it for
sharing with the newer generations - in the
philanthropic spirit of giving a 'gift' to the latter.
Achievers with an intellectual bent of mind
and a capacity for deep observation and
analysis have this very human trait of trying
to leave behind a legacy for the entrepreneurs coming after them - role of a genuine
'teacher' perhaps gives them an ultimate satisfaction that went beyond the domain of
material success. Glancing through the highly
commended works of Ray Dalio an American
billionaire investor on 'principles that will
help you to get what you want out of life', one
is struck by the thought that outside of the
world of business, Intelligence is one profession that practised these basic points of
approach for successfully achieving the
goals.The logic of this perhaps lies in three
great similarities between Intelligence and
the world of business at large. First, all businesses like intelligence are about human
activity - the threat to security or the risk in
business is often traceable to the actions of
an enemy or an adversarial competitor. 'Prior
information' can be collected only on the
doings of human beings- there was little
scope of getting it in regard to acts of Nature.
Secondly, a fuller awareness of human
behaviour and psyche helps because in both
these spheres of work successful interactions
are a key to progress. And finally, in the age of
technology - particularly in the context of the
transformative shift of the world to the age of
Information as a result of the success of IT
revolution - human intervention for reading
what a process or a machine had produced,
remained a vital requirement of successful
decision-making. It is in this backdrop that
the working of an Intelligence organisation
endorses and legitimises many basic postulations of Ray Dalio even though a word of caution would be in order about the business
leaders of the twentieth century not being
fully abreast of the new paradigms set by the
post-IT revolution world, for success -in the
areas of instant communication across geographical frontiers, advent of 'smart' players
who could compete with much bigger and
financially stronger corporates and the new
concepts of human resource development

that invoked up -skilling and reorganisation
of job fits. One can shortlist five most significant 'principles' of work mentioned by Dalio
that opened up the prospects of success and
which also were among the fundamentals
traditionally practised by intelligence professionals. First is the overriding importance of
complete-looking information in decisionmaking. Dalio drives this point in many ways.
According to him, one should not be surprised over something just because one had
not encountered it earlier -- it could have
happened in the historical past not in one's
knowledge.Further, only human beings tend
to have a 'modus operandi' that made their
past an important source of information for
the future. Moreover, risks are relatable to
deficiency of information -- if you are missing
something you better avoid having an opinion. In the profession of Intelligence, information is looked upon as something that
made the difference between a 'decision' and
a 'guess'. In fact, intelligence here is also
described as 'information for action'. This
suggests that even in business one can not sit
on information of intelligence value- it
should lead to action or a considered decision about not taking any action. Another
'principle' highlighted by Ray is that truth or
an accurate understanding of reality is the
essential foundation of any good outcome.
Now Intelligence by definition is information
tested for its reliability and relevance. An
Intelligence organisation can sometimes proceed with incomplete information but never
with unverified facts.
In this age of 'misinformation' on social

ERDOGAN INVITES RUSSIAN, UKRAINIAN US, 7 OTHER NATIONS URGE
IMPLEMENTATION OF
LEADERS TO HOLD TALKS IN ISTANBUL FULL
N.KOREA SANCTIONS
Ankara|Agencies

T

urkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
has invited the presidents of Russia and
Ukraine to hold talks in Istanbul in an
effort to calm tensions between the two sides.
"We disapprove of the developments between
Russia and Ukraine, because the existence of
a war atmosphere in the region and the emergence of such psychology upsets us as a country that has relations with both sides,"
Erdogan said at a press conference here.
"We hope to bring together Mr. Putin and
Zelensky as soon as possible and to ensure
that they have a face-to-face meeting,"
Erdogan said, referring to Russian President
Vladimir Putin and Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky. Erdogan said he would
pay a visit to Ukraine in early February,
reports Xinhua news agency. "Our hope is for
peace to reign in the region," he added.
Turkey has been making diplomatic efforts to
hold the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Minsk Group
meeting between Ukraine and Russia in
Istanbul, state-run TRT broadcaster quoted
diplomatic sources as saying.
Turkey aims to hold the next Trilateral

Contact Group meeting, which includes
Russia, Ukraine the OSCE, and representatives from the Donbass conflict region, the
TRT reported. On July 22, 2020, the representatives from Ukraine, Russia and the OSCE
agreed on a complete and comprehensive
ceasefire in eastern Ukraine starting on July
27. But tensions between Ankara and Moscow
have heightened recently over Turkey's sales
of armed drones to Ukraine.
Russia is angered over Ukrainian forces
using Turkish-made Bayraktar drones in the
conflict in the Donbas region.

GLOBAL COVID CASELOAD
TOPS 340.4 MN
Washington: Amid an ongoing resurgence across the
world, the global coronavirus
caseload has topped 340.4
million, while the deaths
have surged to more than
5.57 million and vaccinations
to over 9.73 billion, according to Johns Hopkins
University.In its latest update on Friday morning, the
University's Center for Systems Science and Engineering
(CSSE) revealed that the current global caseload and the
death toll stood at 340,436,494 and 5,573,087, respectively,
while the total number of vaccine doses administered has
increased to 9,739,772,480. The US continues to be the
worst-hit country with the world's highest number of
cases and deaths at 69,270,650 and 860,145, according to
the CSSE.The second worst hit country in terms of cases is
India (38,218,773 infections and 487,693 deaths), followed
by Brazil (23,595,178 infections and 622,476 deaths).
The other countries with over 5 million cases are the UK
(15,716,908), France (14,285,306), Russia (10,754,905),
Turkey (10,736,215), Italy (9,418,256), Spain (8,834,363),
Germany (8,397,340), Argentina (7,576,335) Iran
(6,236,567) and Colombia (5,655,026), the CSSE figures
showed. The nations with a death toll of over 100,000 are
Russia (317,523), Mexico (302,112), Peru (203,750), the UK
(153,708), Indonesia (144,199), Italy (142,590), Iran
(132,152), Colombia (131,627), France (129,105),
Argentina (118,809), Germany (116,372), Ukraine
(105,380) and Poland (103,378).

Seoul: The US and seven other
members of the UN Security
Council (UNSC) have urged the
full implementation of sanctions on North Korea.
Thursday's call came after
China blocked a US proposal to
impose additional UN sanctions against the North for conducting at least four missile launches since the start of the
year, Yonhap News Agency reported on Friday. "We also call
on all member states to implement Security Council resolutions, to which the Security Council unanimously agreed,
and which calls on the DPRK to abandon its weapons of
mass destruction and ballistic missile programs in a complete, verifiable, and irreversible manner," said a joint statement, delivered by US Ambassador to the UN Linda
Thomas-Greenfield on behalf of her counterparts from
Albania, Brazil, Britain, France, Ireland, Japan and the United
Arab Emirates. "It is extremely important that Member States
take the necessary steps to implement the sanctions in their
jurisdictions, or risk providing a blank check for the DPRK
regime to advance its weapons program," the joint statement
added. DPRK stands for the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, the North's official name. The UNSC was originally
scheduled to hold a closed session on the day to discuss
additional sanctions against North Korea proposed by the
US. China, one of the five permanent members of the UNSC
with veto power, blocked the US proposed sanctions.

media and 'disinformation' through fake
news, business decisions must rest on trustworthy information about the 'external environ' that would affect the enterprise.
Corporates now invest significantly on
arrangements made for collection and analysis of 'business intelligence' covering spheres
of politics, law and order, economic development, socio- cultural attitudes and technological advancement. This is an ongoing
exercise since factors impacting on business
or security could change and call for new
responses.Thirdly, a great principle followed
by Intelligence profession - so often missed
by people in day-to-day life - is never to mix
wishful thinking, personal biases and 'group
think' in decision -making. This finds an echo
in Dalio's work by way of an advice about 'not
being hung up on how things should be and
miss out on how they are' or 'not confusing
what you wish were true with what is really
true'. In the profession of Intelligence one is
trained to draw a line between perceptions
and realities. A fourth fundamental of work
methodology of successful people is to keep
the focus on the mission and leave no stone
unturned for achieving it in a planned way.
Dalio's prescription for having a clear goal,
not accepting any impediments and diagnosing the problem in order to get round it, is
akin to the methodology of Intelligence
where one sees the goal and then designs a
plan to achieve it choosing a path that will
work. Intelligence totally follows the principle- never rule
out a goal because you think it
is unachievable. Intelligence

international

29 PEOPLE KILLED IN LIBERIA STAMPEDE
Monrovia|Agencies

A

t least 29 people have
been confirmed dead
in a stampede during
an open-air church service in
Liberia's Kru Town, a suburb
of the capital Monrovia,
police said.
The incident occurred late
Wednesday when a "gang of
thugs" carrying knives
attacked hundreds of participants at the religious activity
at a beach area, Xinhua news
agency quoted Moses Carter,
national police spokesman,
as saying to reporters here on
Thursday.
Carter said 11 children and
a pregnant woman were
among the victims, adding
that there might be more
dead casualties among the
injured.
One suspect has so far
been arrested, the police
spokesman said.
In a statement by the
Executive Mansion on

US lawmakers approve antitrust
reform bill to tame Big Tech
Washington|Agencies

T

he Senate Judiciary Committee in
the US has approved a key antitrust
reform that would ban Big Tech
from favouring their own services and
products over those of their rivals. The
American Innovation and Choice Online
Act is a bipartisan bill spearheaded by
Senators Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), Josh
Hawley (R-MO) and Chuck Grassley (RIA). "I want to stress that this bill is not
meant to break up Big Tech or destroy
the products and services they offer.
Rather, the goal of the bill is to prevent
conduct that stifles competition, while
ensuring that pro-consumer innovations
and offerings are still available," said
Grassley.
The House Judiciary Committee had
passed a similar bill last year but that bill
has yet to receive a vote on the House
floor and must be approved by both
chambers of Congress before it heads to
US President Joe Biden's desk, reports
The Verge. The White House did not
issue any statement on the bill. However,
the White House officials met leaders of
companies that have criticised Big Tech

in the past. n"Several participants
described issues with large platforms
both operating a marketplace and selling
products on the marketplace, including
concerns that the dominant platforms
rank their own products and services
above those of the independent sellers
that rely on them to reach customers,'
the White House said in a statement late
on Thursday. "One company elaborated
that this deprives consumers of the ability to find the products and services that
best match their needs," it added. Earlier
media reports this week claimed that

never says no to any task on that count.Last
but not the least, Ray's perceptive observation that to be able 'to evolve was the greatest
accomplishment of man', leads to many useful derivations. He hints at willingness to
course- correct on the basis of learning from
what had happened. Intelligence is quite prepared to deal with a shift in the scenario and
is the practitioner of a rolling plan in pursuit
of an operational goal. A mind-frame imbued
with confidence about success is what
Intelligence profession provides to its members. There is no absolute 'failure' in
Intelligence - failure is looked upon as an
honest effort that did not succeed -and the
organisation gets going on handling the challenge with an alternate plan evolved out of
the experience analysed from all angles.
Successful people have an appetite for
relentless pursuit of their mission with an
attitude of willingness to assimilate any information update that might call for suitable
adjustments in both 'direction' and 'methodology'.The thought that achievements in business depended on principles followed in the
profession of Intelligence proves the point
that while money and manpower were essential, it is primarily the intellectual abilities of
the leaders driving the business that became
a fundamental ingredient of success there.
(The writer is a former Director of the
Intelligence Bureau. The views expressed
are personl)

tech giants are worried about the new
antitrust legislation as Apple CEO Tim
Cook and Alphabet CEO Sundar Pichai
have been personally "calling and meeting with Senators," urging them to
oppose the mooted legislation. It applies
only to the biggest tech companies -Apple, Amazon, Facebook-owner Meta
and Alphabet's Google. These platforms
would be barred from behaviour like
biasing search results in their favour, limiting rivals' access to platform data, and
using non-public data from customers to
compete against them.

Thursday, President George
Weah said he was "extremely
disheartened by the reports
of the heavy loss of lives" in
the stampede.
According to the statement, full details of the incident were yet to emerge but
the police have, however,
been mandated by Weah to

conduct a full-scale investigation to ascertain whether or
not there is criminal culpability. The Liberian leader also
urged the police authorities
to ensure the investigation is
speedy and thorough, saying
that anyone found liable will
be dealt with by the law, the
statement added.

IS ATTACK IN IRAQ KILLS 11
SOLDIERS
Baghdad: At least 11
Iraqi soldiers were
killed in an overnight
attack by the Islamic
State (IS) terror group
in the eastern province
of Diyala, police said
on Friday.
The attack took place
after midnight when IS
militants attacked an
army outpost in the
Udheim area, some 60
km north of Diyala's
provincial capital
Baquba, a senior police
official told Xinhua
news agency.
The attackers killed 11 soldiers, including an officer,
before fleeing the scene, said al-Saadi, who confirmed
that the soldiers were surprised by the attack, as the
attackers took advantage of the significant drop in temperatures and attacked the military outpost.
The Iraqi security forces in the Diyala province are on
high alert after the attack, while high-ranking security
officials from the provincial Operations Command
arrived at the scene to investigate the incident, he added.
Over the past months, IS militants have intensified their
attacks against Iraqi security forces in the provinces
which the militants had previously controlled, leaving
dozens dead and wounded.
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PRAJAKTA KOLI BECOMES UNDP INDIA'S NCP chief Sharad Pawar
to campaign in UP polls
FIRST YOUTH CLIMATE CHAMPION
Bhopal, Saturday, January 22, 2022

Team Absolute|New Delhi

AS A GLOBAL AMBASSADOR FOR YOUTUBE'S
'CREATORS FOR CHANGE' INITIATIVE, SHE DREW THE
ATTENTION OF PEOPLE TO TROLLING, FEMALE SUBJUGATION AND HOMOPHOBIA THROUGH HER CAMPAIGN
'NO OFFENCE' WHICH WAS SHOWCASED AT THE UN
HEADQUARTERS IN NEW YORK ON INTERNATIONAL
TOLERANCE DAY.
IN 2018, SAW THREE INITIATIVES AND SOCIAL CAUSE
PARTNERSHIPS FROM HER, FIRST WITH YOUTUBE FOR
SOCIAL IMPACT GIRL'S EDUCATION CAMPAIGN, WITH
INSTAGRAM ON THEIR SAFER INTERNET WEEK CAMPAIGN AND WITH ONE.ORG FOR THEIR GIRL EDUCATION
CAMPAIGN.
IN 2019 SHE RECEIVED AN INVITE FROM THE BILL AND
MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION FOR THEIR ANNUAL
GOALKEEPERS SUMMIT.
LAST YEAR, SHE JOINED GOOGLE'S IMPACT
CHALLENGE TO AID GRANTS TO NON-PROFITS
ADDRESSING ECONOMIC INEQUITIES FACED BY
WOMEN AND GIRLS.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

C

ontent creator and actress Prajakta Koli has become India's first UN
Development Programme (UNDP) Youth Climate Champion under her
partnership with the organisation. The title has been conferred to her following her contribution towards mental health, women's rights and girl child
education through various global social campaigns. UNDP aims to eliminate
poverty, achieve sustainable growth and scale up human development in

N

countries where it is required the most. As a part of her responsibilities now,
Prajakta will be entrusted with interacting with young minds to raise awareness
around climate crisis, global warming and biodiversity loss and their impacts,
the tremors of which are being felt by all sections of the society, especially the
poor and marginalized communities. Speaking on the occasion, Prajakta said
in a statement: "I am extremely humbled and honoured to have been entitled
with this unique responsibility to champion a cause that is close to my heart.
As the very first UNDP India Youth Climate Champion, I would like to produce
and participate in opportunities that propel conversations around climate
action and the urgent measures we must take." In the past, the content creator
has spoken up on issues like body shaming and online bullying with
'Shameless' as part of her campaign #iPledgeToBeMe which came into force on
World Mental Health Day in 2016.

CP supremo Sharad
Pawar will lead the
party's campaign in
Uttar Pradesh where the
party is contesting the assembly elections in alliance with
the Samajwadi Party.
Besides Pawar, senior leaders and parliament members
Praful Patel, Supriya Sule,
Sunil Tatkare and Fauzia
Khan have been named as
star campaigners for the
assembly elections.
NCP has fielded party general secretary KK Sharma
from Anupshahr assembly
constituency in Bulandshahr
district of western Uttar
Pradesh. Maharashtra minister and NCP national
spokesperson Nawab Malik,
former Rajya Sabha member
Abdul Majeed Memon, Delhi
NCP chief Yoganand Shastri
are among others who have
been named as star campaigners for the Uttar
Pradesh assembly elections.
Elections for the 403member Uttar Pradesh
Assembly will be held in
seven phases from February
10 to March 7. The results
will be announced on

March 10.SP is expected to
field can didates on about
350 of the 403 seats, while
the rest would be split
among alliance partners.
Jayant Singh Chaudhary-led
Rashtriya Lok Dal, Om
Prakash Rajbhar-led
Suheldev Bhartiya Samaj
Party are other alliance
partners of the Samajwadi

Party.
Opposition leaders are
expected to hit the campaign trail in Lucknow in
support of Samajwadi Party
next month.Pawar had said
that the BJP had not fulfilled
the promises it had made to
the people and that Uttar
Pradesh will witness a
change in government after.

Mumbai's Covid cases Kalicharan Maharaj sent to judicial custody
over remarks on Mahatma Gandhi
further drop to 5,008
A court in Maharashtra's Thane on Friday remanded controversial
Hindu religious leader Kalicharan Maharaj in 14-day judicial custody in a
case of alleged derogatory remarks he had made against Mahatma Gandhi.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

M

umbai on Friday
reported 5,008 new
coronavirus cases,
700 less than the previous
day, and 12 fresh fatalities
linked to the infection, the
city civic body said.
With this, the city's
COVID-19 tally rose to
10,28,715, while the death toll
jumped to 16,512, a
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) bulletin
said.
This was the third day in a
row when daily COVID-19
cases have dropped in the
financial capital.
On Thursday, 5,708

Thane|Agencies

A

COVID-19 cases and 12 fatalities were reported in the city.
With 12,913 more patients
discharged during the day,
the number of recovered
cases jumped to 9,95,338,
said the bulletin. Mumbai's
coronavirus recovery rate has

increased to 97 per cent,
while the case doubling rate
has improved to 72 days, the
BMC said.As many as 50,032
new coronavirus tests were
conducted in the metropolis
as compared to 53,203 on
Thursday.

team from the Naupada police station in
Thane city had on Wednesday night arrested him from Chhattisgarh capital Raipur,
where he was lodged in jail in a similar case. He
was brought here on Thursday evening on a transit remand and was presented in a court on
Friday morning.
Thane's judicial magistrate first class (JMFC) S
V Metil Patil sent him to judicial custody.
Heavy police deployment was made at the
court.
The Naupada police have arrested Kalicharan

Maharaj after a case was registered against him
based on a complaint lodged by NCP leader and

Maharashtra minister Jitendra Awhad in connection with his remarks. Apart from Chhattisgarh,
he has been facing multiple cases in parts of
Maharashtra for the comments he had made
against Mahatma Gandhi during an event held in
the Chhattisgarh capital city on December 26 last
year.
he Raipur police had arrested him for his
alleged derogatory comments against the Father
of the Nation.
On January 12, police in Maharashtra's Wardha
had arrested him in a similar case registered
against him there, and a case has also been filed
against him in Akola district of the state.

Legendary Mumbai cop A.A. Khan, Veteran scribe, D K
who inspired 'ATS', passes away Raikar passes away
Team Absolute|Mumbai

L

egendary IPS officer Aftab
Ahmed Khan - among the earliest of 'Dirty Harrys' who
inspired the concept of specialised
Anti-Terrorism Squads (ATS) in
Maharashtra - passed away on
Friday following a brief illness, a
family member said. Khan, 81,
breathed his last at the Kokilaben
Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital around
3 p.m. surrounded by his near and
dear ones. Commissioned as an IPS
officer in the Maharashtra cadre in
1963, Khan served the state police in
various capacities before taking premature retirement in 1997 and
entered into private security services
business. Taking a leaf from the
Philadelphia and Los Angeles
police's famed 'Special Weapons
And Tactics' (SWAT), Khan kindled

the first-ever small but highlytrained, armed and rich on intel
'ATS-style force' in 1990. The ATS
later went onto detect, probe some

of the biggest cases like the Mumbai
serial bomb blasts (1993) and the
terror attacks (2008), besides many
other terrorist incidents in the city

Foreign national among 2
women held by NCB after raids
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he Narcotics Control
Bureau (NCB) on
Friday said that in joint
operation by it's Mumbai
and Goa units two women
have been arrested for their
alleged involvement in drug
peddling and one of then is
a foreign national.
The accused women were
held from Apors area of
North Goa.
A senior NCB official said
that the joint operation was
conducted following a specific tip off. Teams of
Mumbai and Goa NCB were
formed and raids were conducted after developing the
information.
"We have recovered
MDMA tablets from them.
They have been active in
drug smuggling for quite a
long time," said the NCB
official. The NCB official said

that one woman is a foreign
national while the other is
Indian. They were checking
passport and Visa details of
the foreign national woman.
The NCB said that they
have lodged a case under the
relevant sections of the
NDPS Act against them.
Both the women were taken
to a nearby government hospital where they were made
to undergo medical exami-

nation. After medical examination and getting their
Covid reports the NCB
arrested them. Both were
produced before the court.
The NCB officials said that
they were not required for
further interrogation after
which the court remanded
them to 14 days judicial custody.
The NCB official said that
they have recorded the statement of both women in
which they have confessed
their involvement in drug
peddling. The NCB said that
they also have the testimony
of witnesses in the case.
The NCB official said that
on new year evening they
had arrested two women
from Goa in a drug peddling
case. During the investigation of that case the NCB
team got a tip off about the
two women who were
arrested on Friday.

before it branched out as a statelevel specialist force. During his days
as a dashing field officer, hunting
criminals, idolised by the force and
commanding an excellent network
of intelligence, Khan is best remembered for his daring four-hour long
daylight encounter of 7 dreaded
mafia leaders hiding in the residential area of Lokhandwala Complex in
Andheri west, in 1991. The operation
- which raked up a huge controversy
later - saw all the 7 gangsters, including Maya Dolas, Dilip Buwa, Anil
Pawar and others who were heavily
armed with AK-47s and other
weapons, killed in the Swati
Building. Subsequently in 2007, the
encounter became the subject of a
major Bollywood flick, "Shootout At
Lokhandwala" in which Khan played
the brief role as the Commissioner of
Police S. Ramamurthi.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

V

eteran journalist and
Consultant Editor,
Lokmat Group,
Dinkar K. Raikar, passed
away following a brief illness, early on Friday, his
colleagues said. Raikar was
80 and is survived by his
wife Pushpa, daughter
Shefali and son Ashish. He
was admitted to the
Nanavati Hospital 10 days
ago for treatment of dengue
and suspected Covid-19
infections and breathed his
last around 3 a.m., said
Lokmat Mumbai Editor Atul
Kulkarni. However, on
Thursday, Raikar's Covid
report turned out to be negative, but he suffered from

breathing issues and succumbed to dengue-related
complications. Over 50
years ago, a young Raikar
started his life as a
teleprinter operator, then

became a reporter and with
his legendary 'sources' in
the government and politicians, grew professionally
with The Indian Express
Group in Mumbai.

NCP actor-MP's 'Nathuram
Godse' role divides MVA allies
Quaid Najmi|Mumbai

A

major row has erupted in Maharashtra's
Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) alliance after an
actor-turned-MP played the role of
Mahatma Gandhi's assassin, Nathuram Godse.
MVA constituent, Nationalist Congress Party's
Shirur MP and actor Dr Amol Kolhe donned the
garb and grabbed the gun of Godse in the
upcoming film, "Why I killed Gandhi". The film is
due for release on an OTT platform on January 30
- the 74th anniversary of Gandhiji's assassination
- and just six months before the Platinum of
Indian Independence. While the Congress has
strongly opposed the upcoming web film, there is
a mixed reaction within the NCP, while the Shiv
Sena has adopted a neutral stance so far. State
Congress President Nana Patole hit out at what he
terms "attempts to support the assassination of
the Father of the Nation Mahatma Gandhi and to
exalt the act" by certain sections of society. "Dr
Kolhe is an artiste but he is now a MP and is
expected to behave more responsibly. It is unfortunate that he is abusing his freedom as an artiste
to willy-nilly support the assassination of

Gandhiji," he said.
Patole warned that the Congress would not
permit the release of the film as it would send a
wrong message to the masses. NCP President
Sharad Pawar has backed Kolhe, saying he had
informed the party about this role before he
joined and has never supported the ideology of
Godse. "Dr Kolhe's role should be seen as an
actor only - If a person plays the role of Ravana in
a cinema, he does not become Ravana himself,"
the NCP supremo said, chiding protests from var-

ious quarters, both inhouse and outside.
Maintaining a neutral stance, Shiv Sena leader
Kishore Tiwari said it is unfortunate that a controversy has been sparked now over a film role
essayed in 2017, besides creating tensions among
the MVA allies. NCP national spokesperson and
Minister Nawab Malik pointed out that Kolhe had
played the role five years ago, long before he
joined the NCP in February 2019, and has never
propagated Godse's ideology. However, his senior
party colleague and Housing Minister Dr Jitendra
Awhad has raised cudgels against Kolhe's portrayal as Godse and said the film must be boycotted. Congress Minister Balasaheb Thorat said
artistes must be given the freedom of creative
choices but they must ensure that they unwittingly don't end up glorifying a certain ideology
through their roles. On his part, Kolhe has made
it clear in several media statements that he treated the role professionally, and he doesn't support
Godse or hate Gandhiji. Kolhe is best known for
his role as Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj in the teleserial "Raja Shivchhatrapati" and also as
Chhatrapati Sambhaji Maharaj in the television
series "Swarajyarakshak Sambhaji".
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Ed Sheeran, Doja Cat to perform
at 'Covid-safe' Brit Awards
Los Angeles | Agencies

M

usicians Dave,
Doja Cat, Ed
Sheeran, Holly
Humberstone, Liam
Gallagher and Little Simz
are among the first wave
of performers revealed
for this year's Brit awards,
one of Britain's biggest
music events.
The awards, which are
scheduled to take place
live at London's O2 Arena
on February 8, will be
aired on ITV and ITV
Hub, and streamed for
non-UK viewers via the
Brits' YouTube channel,
reports variety.com.
Despite a dip in numbers and the UK government's decision to ease
restrictions, the country
continues to register
more than 100,000 new Covid cases and
upward of 330 deaths daily as Omicron
spreads.

To ensure a safe event,
the Brit organisers are
therefore asking artistes,
nominees and all guests
to show a negative lateral
flow test on arrival to the
venue. Fans will this year
be offered to purchase
stall seats on the arena
floor, where nominated
artistes will also take
their seat in an exclusive
area. Audience members
will not be socially distanced but will be asked
to wear their masks when
not eating or drinking, or
in their seats.They will be
required to follow existing government guidance
when travelling to the
venue and adhere to
rules set out by the event
organisers.The Brits are
this year working with
Blue Light Tickets where
the emergency services are invited to enter a
ballot to come to the show, following the gifting
of tickets to NHS front-line workers in 2021.

ADELE POSTPONES LAS
James Bond producer
VEGAS RESIDENCY,
confirms Idris Elba being BLAMES COVID
considered as the next 007 S
Los Angeles | Agencies

Los Angeles | Agencies

H

ollywood star Idris Elba is still in contention to be
the next James Bond. Having long been touted to
be the first black 007, the 'Luther' actor is confirmed to be "part of the conversation" for the new iteration of the famous British spy. It's producer Barbara
Broccoli herself who spilled the possibility of Elba joining the franchise, reports aceshowbiz.com. "Well, we
know Idris, we're friends with him, and he's a magnificent actor," she told Deadline.
"And, you know, it's been part of the conversation,
but it's always difficult to have the conversation when
you have someone in the seat."
Broccoli, however, noted that they're in no rush to name Daniel
Craig's replacement. She shared: "I think we have decided that until 'No Time to Die' has had its
run and Daniel has been able to, well, we've all been able to savour, reap the benefits of Daniel's
wonderful tenure, we're not gonna think about, or talk about anybody else."

HOLLY MADISON SAYS
PLAYBOY MANSION
'SQUID
GAME'
WAS LIKE A 'CULT'
WILL GET A

Los Angeles | Agencies

T

Seoul | Agencies

he 'Girls Next Door' star Holly Madison dated
Playboy founder Hugh Hefner, who died in 2017
aged 91, from 2001 and 2008 and has revealed how
"isolated from the outside world" she and her fellow
Playboy Bunnies were. The 42-year-old model also
shared that the girls were only allowed to leave the legendary
Los Angeles pad for special reasons and were told not to invite
friends over, reports femalefirst.co.uk. In a preview of the
upcoming A&E documentary series 'Secrets of Playboy', she
spilled: "The reason I think the mansion was very cult-like,
looking back on it, is because we were all kind of gaslit and
expected to think of Hef as, like, this really good guy. "You
started to feel like, 'Oh, he's not what they say in the media,
he's just a nice man.'"She added: "Another thing that reminds
me of a cult is how it was so easy to get isolated from the outside world there. You had a 9 o'clock curfew, you were encouraged to not have friends over." Holly recently claimed Hugh
was "literally pushed on top" of her on their first date.

T

SECOND SEASON

he popular Korean
survival drama
'Squid Game' will be getting a Season 2, co-CEO and chief content
officer Ted Sarandos has confirmed.
On Netflix's fourth quarter 2021 earnings interview, Sarandos was
asked whether there would be a second season of the violent South
Korean survival drama, which has scored as the company's No. 1 mostviewed TV series, reports variety.com.
"Absolutely," Sarandos replied.
"The 'Squid Game' universe has just begun."
He put 'Squid Game' in the category of Netflix's burgeoning bouquet
of entertainment franchises that the company sees as having growth
potential outside the core streaming service, with live experiences,
games and merchandise. Sarandos called out 'Bridgerton', the second
most-viewed Netflix original TV show, with the Season 2 set to bow in
March, and 'Stranger Things', with Season 4 slated for this summer.
Previously, 'Squid Game' creator Hwang Dong-hyuk had indicated
that the hit series would be returning for a Season 2.

inger and songwriter
Adele's Las Vegas residency, which was
scheduled to begin from
January 21 at the
Colosseum of Las Vegas'
Caesars Palace Hotel, has
been postponed indefinitely
after it ran into Covid
induced production delays,
reports Variety. As per
Variety, the artist took to her
Instagram to share the news
with her followers through a
tearful video. She wrote: "All dates will be rescheduled. More
info coming soon."In the video, the 'Rolling In The Deep' hit
maker can be seen apologising to her fans as she makes an
announcement about the rescheduling of the tour.She says:
"I'm so sorry, but my show ain't ready. We've tried absolutely
everything we can to put it together in time and for it to be
good enough for you, but we've been absolutely destroyed by
delivery delays and Covid."Adele adds: "Half my crew and
team are [ill] with Covid and still are, and it's been impossible
to finish the show. I'm gutted I'm sorry it's so last minute,
we've been awake for over 30 hours trying to figure it out and
we've run out of time. I'm so upset and I'm really embarrassed
and so sorry to everyone that travelled to get [to the show]. I'm
really, really sorry." She ends the video by saying: "We're going
to reschedule all of the dates, we're on it right now," she concluded, "and I'm gonna finish my show and get it to where it's
supposed to be. We've been up against so much and it just
ain't ready. I'm really sorry."

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

'THE ROYAL TREATMENT': A FAIRYTALE WITH A MODERN APPROACH
FILM
REVIEW
BY TROY RIBEIRO

(Streaming on
Netflix)
Direction: Rick Jacobson
Cast: Laura Marano, Mena
Massoud, Chelsie Preston
Crayford, Grace Bentley-Tsibuah,
Elizabeth Hawthorne, Cameron
Rhodes, Phoenix Connolly,
Amanda Billing, Jay Simon.
Duration: 97 minutes
Ratings: *** (three stars)

'T

he Royal Treatment' is an
outright fairytale with a
modern approach. It is the
oft-heard and familiar tale about a
prince who finds his true love
among the commoners.
There's little to the characters
beyond what we learn at the start
and how a couple of additional
details adjust our understanding of

how we should feel about them. In
this case, the stifled Prince Thomas
of Lavania is in New York for his
engagement party to the hotel
heiress Lauren (Phoenix
Connolly).

When the spunky beauty salon
owner Izzy arrives, the prince finds
himself drawn towards her
indomitable spirit.
After Izzy and her two assistants,
Destiny (Chelsie Preston Crayford)

and Lola (Grace Bentley- Tsibuah),
arrive at Lavania, and when they
both visit a down market area
called "Uber die Gliese" which
means, over the tracks, the prince
realises that Izzy has a heart of

gold.
Soon both of them become
aware that their lives are bound by
family obligations and duties, and
naturally, romantic sparks innocently begin to fly. But then reality
intervenes, and how their destinies
become further entangled forms
the crux of this tale.
Apart from the romance, which
is built on tropes usually adopted
in Disney films, the characters are
cardboard thin, and the plot has no
layers and appears frothy even
while speaking about injustice,
gentrification, and even the
Gandhian principle of being the
change you want to see in the
world. Also, the conflict, handled
in a very non-conventional style
and modern approach- drains the
film of any chance of complexity.
As for the performances, the film
is Marano's canvas, and she excels
in every frame. Massoud complements her with equal fervor. They
are both natural and charming as
individuals, but together, their
chemistry is simply saccharine
sweet and bland. Overall, this film
will appeal to those who love fairytale romance.

Sophie Piper
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THE TOURNAMENT WILL RUN
BETWEEN OCTOBER 18 AND
NOVEMBER 13
IN THE 'SUPER 12', ENGLAND,
NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA AND
AFGHANISTAN HAVE BEEN
DRAWN TOGETHER IN GROUP 1,
WITH INDIA, PAKISTAN, SOUTH
AFRICA AND BANGLADESH HEADING INTO GROUP 2.
THE 'SUPER 12' WILL START IN
DRAMATIC FASHION IN SYDNEY
WITH A MEETING BETWEEN THE
TWO FINALISTS FROM THE 2021
T20 WORLD CUP IN THE UAE,
WITH NEW ZEALAND TAKING ON
DEFENDING CHAMPIONS
AUSTRALIA. A DAY LATER, INDIA
AND PAKISTAN WILL COMPETE IN
WHAT WILL BE ONE OF THE MOST
HOTLY-ANTICIPATED MATCHES
OF THE TOURNAMENT.

ICC T20 WORLD CUP 2022 : INDIA-PAKISTAN
BLOCKBUSTER AT MCG ON OCTOBER 23
Dubai | Agencies

I

ndia will take on Pakistan in
the opening Super 12 match of
the ICC T20 World Cup 2022
with the blockbuster game
scheduled to be played at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground
(MCG) on October 23.
The International Cricket
Council (ICC) on Friday
announced the fixtures for
the Men's T20 World Cup
2022, with trans-Tasman
rivals New Zealand set to
take on Australia in the
opening match of the Super
12 at the Sydney Cricket
Ground (SCG) on October
22.

Paarl | Agencies

H

remaining runs to seal a
series win for South Africa
and extend their winning run
on the tour to four matches
across formats.

Brief scores:
India 287/6 in 50 overs (Rishabh Pant 85, KL Rahul 55; Tabraiz Shamsi
2/57, Aiden Markram 1/34) lost to South Africa 288/3 in 48.1 overs
(Janneman Malan 91, Quinton de Kock 78; Jasprit Bumrah 1/37,
Yuzvendra Chahal 1/47) by seven wickets

U-19 CWC

PREST SLAMS UNBEATEN 154
AS ENGLAND SCORE MASSIVE
WIN AGAINST UAE

Basseterre (St Kitts): England skipper Tom Prest continued his sublime
form with the bat, smashing an
unbeaten 154 to help his side defeat
the UAE by 189 runs in a Group A
match of the ICC Under-19 Cricket
World Cup at the Warner Park here on
Friday (IST).
The UAE now take on Bangladesh to
decide who will join England in the
Super League quarterfinals from
Group A.Prest won the toss and chose
to bat and after coming in at No.3, the
Hampshire batter slammed 13 fours
and four sixes in just 119 balls as his
side posted an imposing 362/6.
England dismissed the UAE for 173 to
confirm their place as Group A winners as they progress to the Super
League quarterfinals with their all-win
record intact. In another match,
defending champions Bangladesh
bounced back from the loss to with a
dominant eight-wicket win over
Canada in a Group A match at the
Conaree Sports Club here on Friday.
Meanwhile, Pakistan defeated
Afghanistan by 24 runs and join
England in the Super League quarterfinals of the U-19 ICC Cricket World
Cup at the Brian Lara Stadium here on
Friday (IST).

VS
Zealand
matches, a
scattering of
other fixtures
stand out as likely

SYED MODI INTERNATIONAL

MALAN, DE KOCK FIFTIES HELP
SOUTH AFRICA CLINCH SERIES WIN

short-arm jabs and reverse
sweeps to keep South Africa
in full control of the chase.
Markram and van der
Dussen knocked off the

PV Sindhu enters semis;
Prannoy bows out
Lucknowi|Agencies

ce Indian shuttler PV
Sindhu advanced to
the women's singles
semi-finals of the 2022 Syed
Modi International after
beating Thailand's Supanida
at the Babu Banarasi Das
Indoor Stadium, here on
Friday.
Sindhu, the top seed at the
tournament, came from
behind to clinch the contest
11-21, 21-12, 21-17 in the
quarter-finals, which lasted
for 65 minutes. Katethong,
seeded sixth, had defeated
Sindhu at the India Open
semi-finals last week. The 26year old Sindhu, who is chasing her first title since the
world championships in
2019, will face the fifth-seeded Evgeniya Kosetskya of the
National Badminton
Federation of Russia in the
semi-finals. In another contest of the day, Malvika
Bansod beat fellow Indian
shuttler Aakarshi Kashyap
21-11, 21-11 to make the
semis. Bansod, who had lost
to Kashyap at the India Open
quarter-finals last week, will
go up against Anupama
Upadhyaya in the final four.
In men's singles, HS Prannoy
suffered a defeat to Arnaud
Merkle of France in straight
games. The former world No

A

PKL 8: Vikash Kandola shines as
Haryana Steelers beat Dabang Delhi
Bengaluru | Agencies

V

ikash Kandola did the star turn for
Haryana Steelers as they beat
neighbours Dabang Delhi K.C. 3633 in Match 68 of Pro Kabaddi League
Season 8 at The Sheraton Grand,
Whitefield, here on Friday. The Steelers'
captain scored a Super 10 (13 points) in
a dominant display by his team.
Coach Rakesh Kumar's Haryana had
a brief scare in the game when five players entered the lobby without a touch
on the raider, but they kept calm to
ensure they came away with all five
points as Delhi desperately missed the
services of their star raider Naveen
Kumar.Haryana dominated the first 20
minutes with Vikash Kandola taking up
the primary raiding duties. He was supported well by Vinay and Ashish as they
clinched an all-out close to the 15th
minute of the game. The Delhi defenders had a poor outing with no successful

key games in the Super 12 stage.
There will be a repeat of the 2021
semifinal between England and New
Zealand when the two teams meet at
The Gabba in Brisbane on
November 1 in what is both teams'
penultimate group game. Also,
Pakistan are scheduled to face
Bangladesh in Adelaide on the final
afternoon of the Super 12 stage.
The tournament will begin with a
six-day group stage -- First Round -to determine the final four teams to
qualify for the Super 12.
Sri Lanka and Namibia will be
joined by two further qualifiers in
Group A, with West Indies and
Scotland drawn together alongside
two additional teams from the
Global Qualifier in Group B.

In addition to the
Pakistan versus
India and
Australia versus New

The tournament will run
between October 18 and
November 13, with 16
teams set to compete
and seven cities to
host matches across
Australia. Twelve of
those 16 nations
are already confirmed, with the
final four to be
determined by
Global Qualifying.
The Super 12
will run for a fortnight, with the two
groups set to reach
their conclusion on the
weekend of the November
5 and 6.

SA v IND, 2nd ODI

alf-centuries by openers Janneman Malan
(91 off 108) and wicketkeeper Quinton de Kock
(78 off 66) helped South
Africa defeat India by seven
wickets in the second ODI at
Boland Park on Friday.
The win also means that
South Africa go 2-0 up and
clinch the ODI series with the
final match at Cape Town on
Sunday a dead rubber. After
Rishabh Pant produced a
career-best rear-guard act of
85 off 71 balls and KL Rahul
contributed 55 and Shardul
Thakur an unbeaten 40 to
take India to 287/6, South
Africa chased down the total
with 11 balls to spare.
Chasing 288 on a scorching day in Paarl, South Africa
were off to a scintillating
start, collecting 66 runs in
power-play. Out of those 66
runs, Quinton De Kock made
46 off just 32 balls.
Post de Kock's fall, Malan
took centre stage with a rollicking six over deep midwicket off Ashwin. With
Temba Bavuma looking crisp,
Malan brought out delightful
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AUSTRALIAN OPEN

Anisimova stuns Osaka to set
up clash with Barty
Melbourne|Agencies

8 Indian went down 19-21,
16-21 in 59 minutes. In the
absence of other top Indian
players, Mithun Manjunath
remains the sole Indian alive
in the men's singles draw.
Manjunath, who had to withdraw from the India Open
because of a positive Covid
test, overcame a stiff challenge from the National
Badminton Federation of
Russia's Sergey Sirant to win
the contest 11-21, 21-12, 2118. He will face Arnaud
Merkle in the semi-finals on
Saturday. Meanwhile, the
mixed doubles semi-finals on
Saturday will see all-Indian
affairs. MR Arjun-Treesa Jolly
will face seventh seeds
Ishaan Bhatnagar and
Tanisha Crasto while Akshan
Shetty-Simran Singhi will
face T Hema Nagendra Babu
and Srivedya Gurazada.
Among other Indians to
progress to the semi-finals
were the women's doubles
teams of Treesa Jolly and
Gayatri Gopichand, and
Haritha Manazhiyil
Harinarayanan-Ashna Roy.

merican youngster
Amanda Anisimova
saved two match points
to the way to a stunning
three-set victory over Naomi
Osaka, ending the Australian
Open campaign of the
defending champion from
Japan in women's singles
third round on Friday.
Anisimova, the 20-yearold, who had reached the
fourth round in the
Australian Open in 2019,
upset No.13 seed Naomi
Osaka 4-6, 6-3, 7-6(5) in 2hour, 15-minute at the
Margaret Court Arena.

A

Berrettini survives
Melbourne: Italian tennis
star Matteo Berrettini withstood a spirited fight-back
from Spanish teenager
Carlos Alcaraz and a nasty
fall in the final set to storm
into the fourth round of the
Australian Open here on
Friday. The world No. 7
squandered a two-set lead
and bruised his right ankle
in the second game of the
fifth set before pulling off an
amazing 6-2, 7-6(3), 4-6, 26, 7-6(10-5) victory on Rod
Laver Arena.

It was the 20-year-old
American's seventh Top 20
win of her career, and the first
since she beat Alison Riske in
the second round of the 2020
US Open. After reaching a
career-high ranking of No.21
in October 2019, Anisimova
fell to No.86 last August after
two difficult seasons.
In the Round of 16,

. Krejcikova, Sakkari advance to fourth round
Melbourne: Top-10 seeds
Barbora Krejcikova of the Czech
Republic and Maria Sakkari of
Greece advanced to the Australian
Open fourth round in contrasting
styles, defeating Latvia's Jelena
Ostapenko and Russia's Veronika
Kudermetova, respectively here on
Friday. Sakkari was back in the last16 of the Australian Open after two
years with the world No. 8 winning
11 of the last 12 games in a 6-4, 6-1
third-round victory over No.28 seed
Kudermetova, booking her spot in
the second week without the loss of a set.

Women's Asian Cup

AUSTRALIA START CAMPAIGN WITH 18-0 WIN OVER INDONESIA
Mumbai|Agencies

JAPAN BEATS
MYANMAR BY 5-0

F

tackles before the interval. With Naveen
Kumar still out, the raiding duties had
fallen on the shoulders of Vijay and
Sandeep Narwal. Krishan got two tackle
points from the right corner for Delhi as
they planned a comeback. Fate had
other plans for the Steelers though as
five of their defenders followed Delhi
raider in the lobby without a touch. The
move resulted in five points for Delhi
and put their team back on the
mat.Vikash Kandola delayed the all-out
with the brave raiding that got him a
SUPER 10 but Delhi eventually got it
with seven minutes remaining to reduce
Haryana's lead to three points.

Anisimova will meet top seed
and local favourite Ashleigh
Barty, who advanced with a
6-2, 6-3 win over Italy's
Camila Giorgi.Meanwhile,
Barty continued her firstweek domination against the
big-hitting Giorgi, going
unbroken for her sixth consecutive match. Barty has not
seen her vaunted serve broken since her first match of
the season against Coco
Gauff at the Adelaide
International, which she
went on to win for her third
title on home soil. The World
No.1 has reeled off 57 consecutive holds of serve.

orward Sam Kerr
became the all-time top
scorer for Australia in
international football as the
Matildas launched their campaign in the AFC Women's
Asian Cup India 2022 in
majestic style, thrashing
Indonesia 18-0 here on Friday.
Kerr had started the match
one-goal behind Tim Cahill as
Australia's all-time top scorer,
male or female, in international football but opened up a
four-goal gap at the top as the
Matildas, runners-up of the
2014 and 2018 editions, made
an impressive start at the
Mumbai Football Arena
here.The Chelsea star was one

of eight Matildas to get their
name on the scoresheet in the
win, Austr'lia's biggest-ever in
the AFC Women's Asian
Cup.Having planted their feet
firmly in the ground as a title

contender, Australia will continue their Group B campaign
against the Philippines on
Monday, while Indonesia will
hope to improve when they
face Thailand.

Pune: Two-time defending champions Japan
opened their defence in
style with a 5-0 win against
minnows Myanmar in the
AFC Women's Asian Cup
football championships at
the Shiv Chhatrapati Sports
Complex, Balewadi here on
Friday. Yui Hasegawa struck
a brace of goals while Riko
Ueki, Hikaru Naomoto and
Yui Narumiya scored a goal
apiece as Futoshi Ikeda's
side cruised to victory with
a domi nant display.

BCCI Central Contracts

Rahane, Pujara could be demoted; Rahul, Pant likely to be elevated to A+
 BCCI has four categories -- A+, A, B, and C -- which
carry annual retainership of Rs 7 crore, Rs 5 crore,
Rs 3 crore, and Rs 1 crore respectively.
 Meanwhile, the likes of Ishant Sharma and Hardik
Pandya, who are currently part of group A, could be
demoted to category B as both have struggled
with their form and fitness throughout the season.
On the other hand, all-rounder Shardul Thakur -the only group B player who has impressed everyone with his performances across formats last
season, can be promoted to group A.
 In the current group, C, Mohammed Siraj, Shubman
Gill, and Hanuma Vihari, could expect an upgrade
while the likes of Venkatesh Iyer, Harshal Patel,
Prasidh Krishna could make their maiden entry in
the contract list.

Team Absolute|New Delhi
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nderfire senior pros -- Ajinkya Rahane and Cheteshwar
Pujara, who once were the backbone of the Indian Test side
but are going through a lean patch, could be demoted to
Grade B of the BCCI central contracts for the year 2022 while
Rishabh Pant and KL Rahul, who have done well in recent past, are
likely to get promoted to A+ grade.
In the recently-concluded three-match Test series against South
Africa, the duo has managed to score just 136 and 124 runs respectively. But, it's not about this series, as both experienced campaigners have been struggling for a while now and their poor form has
been a matter of concern for the Indian team management.
Rahane doesn't have too many impactful knocks under his belt
and there have been calls to drop him from the Test squad.
In comparison to Rahane, Pujara has done well on overseas
tours but his performances have also come in patches. In the last
two years, the Indian Test team has suffered a batting collapse
many times and the failure of No 3 Pujara is also one of the primary
reasons for that.
Rohit Sharma, Virat Kohli and Jasprith Bumrah feature in the Aplus category and they are likely to retain their positions. Kohli,

who shocked all by relinquishing his Test captaincy recently hasn't
had a great relationship with BCCI in the last few months, and also
hasn't performed up to his standards, so it will be interesting to see
what BCCI decides about the star batter.
Despite quitting the captaincy, Virat is still one of the top batters
for India across three formats and BCCI may consider this factor as
well while deciding his future. Another big talking point for the
board will be to upgrade two future captaincy contenders -- KL
Rahul and Rishabh Pant in the elite A+ category. Overall, there
could be some serious deliberations among the administrators
about the composition of the different groups, before finalising the
final contract list for 2022.
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Grateful to
directors:
Parineeti
Chopra

RANVEER TO DEEPIKA: MY
'BABYGIRL LOOKIN LIKE A
FAZILLION BUXXX'
B
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Team Absolute|Mumbai

B

ollywood's livewire star Ranveer Singh seems to be in awe of
his actress wife Deepika Padukone's performance in the
upcoming film 'Gehraiyaan' and praised her by saying his
"baby girl lookin like a fazillion bux". Ranveer, who does not
shy away from professing his love for his wife on social
media, posted a picture of Deepika from the film.
"Moody, sexy and intense!!!A Domestic noir ? Sign me up! All the
favs @shakunbatra @ananyapanday @siddhantchaturvedi
@dhairyakarwa Naseer the Legend! and my babygirl lookin like a
Fazillion buxxx @deepikapadukone produced by the sexiest of them
all @karanjohar."Directed by Shakun Batra, Amazon Original Movie
'Gehraiyaan' stars Deepika Padukone, Siddhant Chaturvedi, Ananya
Panday, Dhairya Karwa as leads along with Nasseruddin Shah and
Rajat Kapur in pivotal roles
Jointly produced by Viacom18 Studios, Dharma Productions and
Shakun Batra's Jouska Films, the movie will have its World Premiere
exclusively on Prime Video on February 11.

ollywood actress Parineeti Chopra feels lucky to
have worked with filmmakers who have brought
the best out of her and helped her in honing her
craft. In her opinion, it's important to collaborate with
people who push an artiste to do better.
Parineeti says, "I'm lucky to have been directed by
some of the best cinematic geniuses in Indian cinema.
Such experiences have only enriched me and made
me a better performer. As an actor, one needs to constantly evolve and collaborate with people who can
push you to excel, who can open horizons for you and
make your craft better." She adds, "From being
groomed by Aditya Chopra, to working with filmmakers like Rohit Shetty (Golmaal Again), Maneesh
Sharma (Shuddh Desi Romance), Dibakar Banerjee
(Sandeep Aur Pinky Faraar), Amole Gupte (Saina),
Habib Faisal (Ishaqzaade), Vinil Mathew (Hasee Toh
Phasee), Anurag Singh (Kesari), Ribhu Dasgupta (The
Girl On The Train), I couldn't have imagined a more
fulfilling journey in cinema for myself."
This year, the actress will be seen in two big-ticket
releases: Sandeep Reddy Vanga's 'Animal' opposite
Ranbir Kapoor and Sooraj Barjatya's 'Uunchai' in
which she will be seen with Amitabh Bachchan,
Anupam Kher and Boman Irani.Sharing her excitement, she says, "The fact that I'm now working with
Sandeep Reddy Vanga and Sooraj Barjatya sir in the
same calendar year is incredible. Working with Sooraj
sir has always been a dream for any actor, including
me. He is the maestro of family entertainers and I
know that my parents were thrilled when I told them
that Sooraj sir has cast me in 'Uunchai'".

Rhea misses SSR,
shares throwback
gym video on his
birth anniversary
Team Absolute|Mumbai

BADSHAH PAID OFF LOAN FOR
RAJASTHAN'S 'ISMAIL LANGHA' GROUP

O

n late actor Sushant Singh Rajput's 36th birth
anniversary on Friday, actress and his girlfriend Rhea Chakraborty shared a throwback
video saying that she misses him.
Rhea posted a boomerang video on Instagram,
where the two are seen having fun in the gym. The
unseen video featured the track 'Wish You Were
Here' by Pink Floyd.
She wrote alongside the clip: "Miss you so much".
It currently has 94.7k likes on the platform. It was in
2020, when Rhea made headlines after she was
accused by Sushant Singh Rajput's family of abetment to suicide and also siphoning off funds from
the late actor. She was also named in a Narcotics
Control Bureau (NCB) charge sheet along with her
brother Showik in a drug-related probe into
Sushant's death.
The 29-year-old actress was arrested and spent a
month in Mumbai's Byculla jail in September 2020.
On the work front, Rhea was last seen in the
Amitabh Bachchan-starrer 'Chehre', which released
last year.

Team Absolute|Mumbai
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ollywood rapper Badshah in an episode of reality show 'India's
Got Talent' helped pay off loans for Rajasthan's 'Ismail Langha'
group on the show. This weekend, the show will see a group
named Ismail Langha from Rajasthan make the judges - Kirron
Kher, Shilpa Shetty Kundra, Badshah and Manoj Muntashir clap
to their tunes as they sing 'Slow Motion Angreza' with a cultural
fusion. After their performance, Shilpa notices that Ismail is not
wearing a pagdi but everyone else in the group is.
To this, Ismail revealed that he had taken a loan for his
daughter's wedding and promised himself that he will resume
wearing the pagdi only once he's able to repay the entire loan
amount. Listening to his story, Badshah turns towards Ismail
and says: "Aap mujhe mauka denge ke mai loan chukka du?
(Will you give me a chance to pay off your loan)"
Delighted with Badshah's gesture, an overwhelmed Ismail
thanked him for his support. Badshah then goes on the stage
and makes Ismail wear the pagdi which was much appreciated
by everyone present on sets.

'36 FARM HOUSE': MUNDANE AND MEDIOCRE
WRITING WEAKENS THE FOUNDATION

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

FILM
REVIEW
BY TROY RIBEIRO

(Streaming on Zee5)

DALER MEHNDI TO
PERFORM AT R-DAY
METAVERSE EVENT
Team Absolute|Mumbai

S

inger and record producer Daler
Mehndi, who has lent his voice to tracks
such as 'Rang De Basanti', 'Dangal' and
'Tunak Tunak Tun', is set to perform at
India's first Metaverse concert on Republic
Day.
The Bhangra pop pioneer will perform his
hit numbers 'Namoh Namoh', 'Jago India',
and will also dedicate a special track to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
With this, Daler Mehndi has become the
first Indian to perform at a Metaverse virtual
concert. Others who have done it include
Travis Scott, Justin Bieber, Marshmallow and
Ariana Grande.
Based on a peer-to-peer network,
Metaverse allows artistes to perform live
from anywhere in the world, while audiences
can watch them from the comfort of their
own homes on their screens.
In addition, selected NFTs will also be
launched during the event. Gamitronics, a
Hyderabad-based game studio, has created
this blockchain powered Metaverse which
offers playable NFTs.

Direction: Ram Ramesh
Sharma
Cast: Amol Parashar, Barkha
Singh, Sanjay Mishra, Vijay Raaz,
Madhuri Bhatia, Ashwini Kalsekar,
Flora Saini, Rahul Singh, Ishita
Deshmukh, Nivedeta Bhargava,
Gaurav Ghatnekar, Pritam Kagne,
Pradeep Bajpai, Liza Singh, Hetal
Puniwala.
Duration: 108 minutes
Ratings: **1/2 (two and half
stars)

A

t its best, '36 Farm House' is a satirical comedy on a superficial level that
does not even work as a good, moral
and cautionary tale.
Delving on the universal theme of 'Some
Steal For Need - Some Steal For Greed', the
narrative proceeds to tell us the story of
three sons trying their best to change their
mother's will to their respective advantage.
To what lengths they go to achieve their
goal forms the crux of this story.
Set during the 2020 lockdown, the film
appears to be a quickie trying to pass off
the story as a relevant tale of our times.
The narrative begins with migrants
returning to their roots. Jay Prakash (Sanjay
Mishra), aka JP, a smooth-talking opportunist, and father of two grown-up children, with the help of Benny (Ashwini
Kalsekar), the housekeeper of 36 Farm
House, manages to wriggle his way as a
chef, into the house of Eighty-five-year-old

Padmini Raj Singh (Madhuri Bhatia) the
owner of 36 Farm House and its 300-acre
property who had bequeathed her assets to
her oldest son Raunak (Vijay Raaz). JP gets
the job purely because he convinced
Raunak that he is a lone soul, unmarried,
and with no family members to claim his
own.
While JP is nearly settling in 36 Farm
House, he learns about Benny's devious
plan of stealing from her employers.
During the same time, his son Harry (Amol
Parashar), who was an assistant to
Designer Manish Malhotra by happenstance, meets the designer Antra (Barkha
Singh), who is heading to her grandmother
Padmini's residence. Together they come to
36 Farm House.
To add to the chaos is JP's concerned
and worried wife Shantishree, who lands
up at 36 Farm House in search of her husband while an investigation into the mur-

der of a young lawyer, who was deputed by
Padmini's younger sons- Gajendra and
Virendra, to get their mother's will
changed, looms large over 36 Farm House.
But the plot, instead of focusing on the
three sons, factors in several other characters with their motive, thereby diluting the
narrative and reducing it into a farce. The
writing as well as the direction, are purely
perfunctory, very mundane, and mediocre
to digest. The humour too- only elicits
chuckles.
On the performance front, every actor is
within their comfort zone. Therefore they
deliver staid and routine performances.
The songs in the film have the flavour of
the 1990s and are so reminiscent of
Subhash Ghai's repertoire.
Mounted with moderate production values, the film is a bit disappointing since it
comes from the stable of Subhash Ghai's
Mukta Arts Ltd.

Mukti Mohan
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